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DIFFERENCES

IN INVENTORY SIZE AFFECT THE LOCATION
BUT NOT THE PRECISION OF
TONGUE POSITIONING IN VOWEL PRODUCTION*

JAMES EMIL FLEGE

University of Alabama at Birmingham

The question addressed by this study was whether native speakers of languages that
have a relatively large inventory of vowels maximize the phonetic distance between those
vowels by using a relatively wider range of tongue positions than speakers of small-inventory
languages. Glossometry was used to measure tongue height in the Spanish vowels Iii, lul,
lal, lei, and 101 and in the English vowels Iii, lul, 10/, le'/, and lou/. These vowels were
spoken by eight native speakers each of Spanish and English, normally and with a bite
block. The effect of the bite block on average vertical tongue height was negligible, but
the tongue was slightly lower in the front of the mouth and higher at the back of the
mouth for vowels spoken with, than without, a bite block. Token-to-token
variability
for vowels spoken in a Ib bY I context was no greater for the Spanish than for the English
subjects despite the smaller vowel inventory of Spanish. The average position of the tongue
for the five Spanish and the five English vowels examined did not differ significantly,
suggesting that the two languages have the same articulatory
"setting". Despite this, the
English subjects produced point vowels with a greater range of vertical tongue positions
than the Spanish subjects. Taken together, the results suggest the vowel inventory size
may affect the location but not the precision of tongue positioning in vowel production.
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I

NTROD UCfION

Although humans worldwide have approximately the same vocal apparatus, the sounds
in various languages are often not the same. The number of sounds used contrastively in
various languages differ; and sounds said to be shared by two languages may differ in
small but systematic ways. For example, X-ray studies have shown substantial differences·
in the tongue positions used to form the nominally "same" vowels of Spanish and English
(Delattre, 1969). One factor that may influence the tongue position in a talker's vowels
is palatal morphology (Perkell, 1979); another may be the number of vowels in the vowel
inventory of the talker's native language. The primary goal of the present study was
* This study was funded by NIH grant NS20572. The author thanks S. Sutphin for help
in all phases of the research, those who helped develop the glossometer and associated
analysis software (S. Fletcher, M. McCutcheon, S. Smith), and colleagues who commented on previous drafts of the report (O.-S. Bohn, R. Diehl, S. Fletcher, B. Lindblom, L. Lorendo).
Address correspondence to: I.E. Flege, Department of Biocommunication,
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to determine whether sIJeakers of a language with a large vowel inventory use relatively
more extreme tongue positions for peripheral vowels than do speakers of a language
with fewer vowels.
The effect of vowel inventory size
To define'the tongue's position during vowel production, the vertical distance of the
tongue from the hard palate was measured using an optoelectronic glossometer (see
below). The five vowels of Spanish (li/, lei, /a/, /0/, /u/) were examined because the
Spanish vowel system is prototypical for human languages from the standpoint of the
number and quality of vowels (Maddieson, 1984). The Spanish vowels were compared to
five of the 15 vowels of English that seemed to the author to be the most similar (viz., Iii,
/u/, /a/, /eI/, and Iou/).
The tongue positions for at least some of the corresponding Spanish and English
vowels were expected to differ. The English vowels, especially /eI/ and foul, are described
as being considerably more diphthongized than their Spanish counterparts (e.g., Stockwell and Bowen, 1965; Dalbor, 1980; Quiles, 1981). In fact, Delattre (1964) stated that
Spanish /e/ and /0/ differ sufficiently from English /eI/ and foul that they can be
regarded as "new" vowels for native English learners of Spanish. Accordingly, the present
study focussed primarily on the less diphthongized English vowels /ii, /u/, and /a/ and
their Spanish counterparts, Iii, /u/, and /a/. Vowels like these are referred to as "point"
vowels because they are spoken with the most extreme tongue positions used within
a language.
According to Lindblom's Theory of Adaptive Dispersion (TAD), talkers maintain
only "sufficient" phonetic contrast between vowels in order to minimize articulatory
effort (Lindblom, 1983, 1986; Lindblom and Engstrand, 1989; see also Liljencrants and
Lindblom, 1972). TAD's assumption that talkers adjust their speech production to
accommodate the needs of the listener is a cornerstone of phonetic theory. This
assumption received support from an acoustic study by Bernstein Ratner (1984). Vowels
were farther apart in a F 1 -F2 (that is, formant I-formant 2) space in the speech that
adult subjects addressed to children than in their speech addressed to other adults.
This suggested that the portion of the available articulatory space used in producing
vowels may vary according to the communicative context, and that the degree of
phonetic distinctness (or "clarity") is under the control of the talker. The point vowels
of English might therefore be produced with more extreme tongue positions than Spanish
point vowels because the English point vowels are adjacent to a number of other vowels
in the phonetic space (viz., /II, /u/, /re/, /3/, /A/) that do not exist as contrastive sound
elements in Spanish. As a result, English point vowels may run a greater risk of perceptual
confusions than the point vowels of Spanish if more extreme tongue positions are not
used.
One difficulty with the prediction derived from TAD, however, is the well-known
problem of assessing degree of articulatory effort. Another difficulty lies in knowing
just what constitutes a "sufficient" phonetic contrast. The phonetic information encoded
in a vowel token found in a region of a·coustic overlap between two adjacent vowel
categories in a language might be insufficient to permit correct identification if the
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The distribution of F 1 and F2 values reported for Spanish Ii, e, a, 0, ul by
God(nez (1978) and for English Ii, u, 01 ("I", "U", "A") by Peterson and
Barney (1952), in mels. The ellipses define 95% confidence intervals around the
values for 16 Spanish and 33 English talkers, all males.

vowel token were presented in isolation. However, the phonetic information in such a
vowel might be sufficient for correct identification when added to information provided
by lexico-syntactic and pragmatic knowledge sources.1 Contrary to the prediction derived
from TAD, the Quantal Theory first formulated by Stevens (1972) leads to the
expectation that point vowels will occupy "the same ... positions in the acoustic space"
regardless of vowel inventory size (Disner, 1983, p. 3). Thus the primary goal of the
present study was to determine whether native speakers of English will maximize the
articulatory distance between vowels by using somewhat more extreme tongue positions
than native speakers of Spanish in producing the (already extreme) point vowels.

1

Most acoustic studies which have assessed degree of overlap among adjacent vowel
categories have considered the spectra of vowels at a single segmentation point (but
see Miller, 1989). Even if overlap does occur at this one measurement point, information might be contained in other portions of the vowel, in the pattern of formant
movements within the vowel (e.g., Strange, 1989), or in adjacent acoustic segments
(e.g., Ohman, 1966).
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The acoustic and perceptual data that now exist are insufficient to choose between
the predictions derived from TAD and Quantal Theory. The transcriptional
data reported
by Crothers (1978) suggested that point vowels tend to be realized with more extreme
variants in large- than small-inventory
languages. F 1 and F 2 data reported by Godinez
(1978) have been replotted in Figure I, where ellipses enclose (at a 95% confidence level)
values for the Spanish vowels spoken by 16 male native Spanish speakers and the values
for English Iii, /u/, and /0/ as spoken by the 33 male native English talkers examined by
Peterson and Barney (1952). These data suggest that point vowels are produced with
somewhat more extreme tongue positions in English than Spanish. The Spanish /if and
/u/ distributions are somewhat lower in the acoustic phonetic space than those for English
and /u/; the Spanish /a/ is somewhat farther forward than the English /0/. The data
for the /u/s and for the /a/-/a/ pair are consistent with the observation by Stockwell
and Bowen (1965) that an English /u/ or /0/ used in Spanish would sound foreignaccented;
the /if data agree with their observation
that Spanish /if is less "high" and
"tense" than English Ii/.
The acoustic data from other studies pertinent
to the inventory size question are
either difficult to interpret, show no inventory size effect, or point in a direction opposite
to the data just discussed (Delattre,
1969; Disner, 1983; Basson, 1988).2 Even if the
acoustic data were consistent,
there would be reason for caution in concluding that a
larger vowel inventory
promotes
extreme tongue positions. The observation
of small
between-language
differences in point vowels might derive from differences in speaking
rate, degree of stress, or phonetic context,3 all of which are difficult to control in crosslanguage research. A more serious problem is the difficulty
in drawing inferences
concerning
tongue height from acoustic data. The spectrum of a vowel is determined
by more than just tongue position, so tongue height cannot be predicted from formant
frequencies.
Nearey (1978), for example, observed that one English talker's tongue was
higher for /re/ than /1/; and Wood (1975; cited by Godinez, 1978) noted a higher tongue
/if

2

Disner (1983) compared acoustically the point vowels in the vowel-rich Bavarian dialect
of German to those of a three-vowel language, Tausug. The Tausug /il and lul were
lower in the acoustic phonetic space than the Bavarian Iii and lul but, unexpectedly,
the Tausug lal was also lower than the Bavarian lal due to somewhat higher FI and
F1 values. This suggested that Tausug Iii and lul may have only appeared to be more
central phonetically
than the corresponding
Bavarian vowels because the Tausug
speakers had shorter vocal tracts, which would lead to overall higher formant frequencies. Basson (1988) found that the range of FI and F 2 values for the five vowels of
Japanese and Hebrew was not appreciably wider than the range for the more numerous
vowels of English. Finally, Spanish and English data reported by Delattre (1969; see
also Delattre, 1964) showed that Spanish /u/ and /a/ were slightly more peripheral in
the acoustic space than English lu I and 10 I, respectively.

3 To take an example: Most of the Spanish vowels upon which Figure I is based were
produced
in a Ip _pal context whereas the English vowels were spoken in an Ih_dl
context. It is difficult to find perfectly matched sets of real words in Spanish and
English for a cross-language
comparison,
owing to differences in phonotactic
constraints and prosodic differences.
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position for Spanish /a/ than /0/. Both findings diverge from traditional
auditory and
acoustic-based phonetic descriptions.
n~e X-ray data now available (see Dart, 1987) are insufficient
to permit a determination of whether the tongue positions for Spanish and English point vowels differ.
The present study therefore
used an optoelectronic
glossometer
to measure vertical
tongue-palate
distances in vowels spoken by native speakers of Spanish and English.
TAD's prediction
would be supported
if the range of vertical distances spanned by
English Ii, u, 0/ were greater than that for Spanish Ii, u, a/. The inference drawn from
Quantal Theory would be supported, on the other hand, if no difference
and English point vowels were observed.

between

Spanish

The average position of the tongue for Spanish and English vowels might differ even
if the range of vertical tongue positions does not (see Basson, 1988). Phoneticians have
long speculated concerning the differences that may exist between languages in the basic
articulatory
"setting"
used in forming vowel sounds (Kelz, 1971; Disner, 1983).
Differences in long-term spectral averages of recorded speech observed by Esling (1985)
suggested that languages (or dialects) may differ according to the average position of the
tongue, but these results may have been influenced by differences in lip and/or velar
positioning. Another problem is that, when running speech is examined, the number and
kind of vowel categories compared in two languages are likely to differ. In the present
study, the mean tongue positions in five pairs of corresponding
Spanish and English
vowels were compared.

Token-to-token

variability

There are many sources of variation in vowel quality. The most important is obviously
vowel identity.
According
to Nearey (1989), the second most important
source of
variation
in vowels is the "speaker
dependent"
variation
that derives largely from
differences in oral cavity size. For example, formant frequency values in men's vowels
are lower than women's and children's vowels owing to the relatively long vocal tracts
of men. Joos (1948) observed that differences between talkers are generally much greater
than the token-to-token
variation evident in one talker's repetitions
of a single vowel.
Token-to-token
variation in a single vowel, in turn, is normally greater across phonetic
contexts (so-called "allophonic"
variation) than within a single phonetic context.
The token-to-token
variation seen in a single phonetic context, which will be referred
to here as token-to-token
variability, derives primarily from differences in speaking
rate and/or degree of stress (e.g., Lindblom, 1963). Variability in vowel production may
be substantial, at least for some talkers in certain communicative
contexts (Flege, 1988).
The secondary major aim of the present study was to examine token-to-token
variability
for Spanish and English vowels. Basson (1988, p. 80) hypothesized
that speakers of a
large-inventory
language may need to "mark regions of tongue constriction"
within the
oral cavity '''more carefully" than do speakers of small inventory languages in order to
"retain articulatory
and perceptual distinctions".
Variability was assessed in the present
study by computing the standard deviations associated with up to 15 tokens of English
and Spanish vowels spoken in a /b _ b V) contex t.
The

hypothesis

tested

here was that

native

speakers

of large-inventory

languages
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maximize the articulatory distances between vowels by minimizing token-to-token
variability. The hypothesis was based on two assumptions. The first was that each vowel
category can be characterized by a "tolerance" region that embraces the range of
auditorily acceptable variants around a prototype or "best exemplar". (Some correctly
identifiable but distorted variants may fall outside the tolerance region.) The second was
that talkers monitor their vocal output and strive to ensure that their realizations of a
vowel fall within its proscribed tolerance region, either on-line or during subsequent
productions of a vowel.
Results consistent with these assumptions were obtained by Bernstein Ratner (I 984),
who found that the magnitude of token-to-token variation in vowel formant frequencies
was smaller in child- than adult-directed speech. Quiles (I 981) stated that allophonic
variation is greater for Spanish than English vowels. This might occur because there is
less likelihood that acoustic overlap between adjacent vowels would lead to perceptual
confusions among the five Spanish vowels than among the more numerous vowels of
English. Results obtained by Scholes (1968) suggested that the range of acceptable
variants might be greater for Spanish vowels than for their closest counterparts in English.
In that study, listeners identified synthetic vowels from a 70-member F 1 -F2 matrix by
using key words from their native language. Vowels heard consistently as Iii, lei, /a/,
/0/, or /u/ by native speakers of Spanish were given several (English) category labels by
native English subjects. (Conversely, vowels heard consistently as /ii, /el/, /a/, Iou /, or
/u / by native English subjects were given just one of the five possible Spanish category
labels by the Spanish subjects.)
At present relatively little direct evidence exists concerning the magnitude of tokento-token variability in tongue positions for vowels spoken in a single phonetic context.
X-ray microbe am data reported by Perkell and Nelson (I985) suggested that variability
of tongue movements was least in the vector of movement towards the primary
constriction of vowels. Using an optoelectronic glossometer, Chuang, Abbs, and Netsell
(1978) found that the standard deviations associated with low and back vowels were
three to five times greater than those associated with high vowels, perhaps because of
the stabilizing influence of lateral tongue contact against the hard-palate/teeth for the
high vowels (see the Discussion section and also McCutcheon, Stillwell, Smith, and
Fletcher, 1983).
The vowels /iI and /u/ may show less token-to-token variability than other vowels
because they are point vowels. This would be true if listeners calibrate on point vowels
to normalize perceptually for between-talker differences in formant frequencies (see
Nearey, 1978). Quantal Theory posits that point vowels are selected by languages because
of their inherent acoustic stability (Stevens, 1972, 1989; but cf. Diehl, 1989), although
formant frequency measurements have failed to show less variability for point than
non-point vowels (Stevens and House, 1963; Pisoni, 1980). Stone, Sonies, Shawker,
Weiss, and Nadel (1983) used ultrasound to examine token-to-token variability in English
Ii, u, a/, but no physiological study apparently has compared point vowels to non-point
vowels; and no previous study has compared degree of token-to-token variability across
languages.
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The bite-block paradigm
The bite-block paradigm was used as a further test of between-language differences
in variability because Spanish vs. English differences might be obscured by subjects'
attempts to speak clearly, or even to hyperarticulate, in the context of a formal experiment. Talkers raise the tongue from the floor of the mouth to a greater-than-nonnal
extent when producing high vowels with the jaw fixed in a lower-than-normal position.
This maintains the tongue-palate distances seen in normal speech, especially at the point
of narrowest constriction (Lindblom and Sundberg, 1971 a, b; Lindblom, Lubker, and
Gay, 1979; Gay, Lindblom, and Lubker, 1981; Tye, Zimmennan, and Kelso, 1983).
Conversely, when the jaw is held in a higher-than-normal position by a bite block,
talkers maintain tongue-palate distances by lowering the tongue towards the floor of the
mouth to a greater extent than in normal speech.
It is likely that extra articulatory effort is required to maintain tongue-palate distances
that are typical for high and low vowels when speaking with a bite block that fixes the
jaw in a position appropriate for mid vowels. As mentioned earlier, Lindblom's Theory
of Adaptive Dispersion posits that talkers minimize articulatory effort by producing
only sufficient phonetic contrasts. One might hypothesize that talkers maintain normal
tongue position in bite-block speech only to the extent needed to prevent vowel tokens
from falling outside the hypothesized tolerance region. The small amount of X-ray
ctata that has been published for English and Swedish talkers has revealed little difference
in tongue positions for vowels spoken with and without a bite block, but apparently no
previous bite-block study has examined the performance of speakers of a small-inventory
language. If the tolerance region is smaller for English than Spanish vowels, then English
speakers may compensate more effectively for a bite block than Spanish speakers when
producing high and low (but not mid) vowels.
Cross-language studies of vowel coarticulation have provided some indirect support
for this hypothesis. The variation in tongue position that derives from the influence of
neighboring vowels and consonants tends to reduce contrasts between vowels. ()hman
(1966), for example, showed acoustic effects of V2 on VI in VI CV2 sequences. If
these effects were too great, then the VI might be misidentified. Manuel (Manuel and
Krakow, 1984; Manuel, 1987) reported acoustic evidence that suggested greater coarticulation in small-inventory Bantu languages (Shona, Swahili) than English. Magen (1984)
noted evidence of greater coarticulation for the five vowels of Japanese than for vowels
in English VCVs.
The ability of talkers to compensate for a bite block was assessed in the present study
by comparing the average tongue positions in speech produced normally and with a bite
block. The study also assessed token-to-token variability in bite-block vowels, something
that has not been done in previous X-ray studies owing to the limited amount of data
that can be acquired judiciously. The unusual position of the jaw for high and low vowels
resulting from a mid-vowel simulating bite block might increase variability, but it might
also reduce variability by removing one movement degree of freedom.
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TAB LE 1
Characteristics

Mexico
7.0
1.3Age
23
25
39
40
31
Florida
36
Guatamala
Alabama
35
Ala
Indiana
El
Colombia
Ecuador
Salvador3.0
bama
4.0
0.4
6.0
4.2
5.0
4.0
0.8
0.6
5.0
40
45
30
EDUCb
3.0
YRsa
32
ENGLISH
1.5
Birthplace
Age
Michigan
b number

of the native English- and Spanish-speaking
participated
as subjects

2.9

31

of years of formal classroom

women

who

SPANISH
instruction

in English

METHOD
Subjects
Table 1 summarizes characteristics
of the eight native speakers each of English and
Spanish who participated
as paid subjects. The subjects were all adult females with selfreported normal hearing who were recruited through a newspaper advertisement.
Most of
the English subjects were from Birmingham,
Alabama. The Spanish subjects arrived in
Birmingham in their late twenties and spoke English with a foreign accent even though
they had lived in the United States for about three years, on the average.

Instrumentation
The glossometer
used here to measure vertical tongue-palate
distances has been described previously (Fletcher, 1982, 1983; McCutcheon et al., 1983; Fletcher, McCutcheon,
Smith, and Smith, 1989). Briefly, it uses four small (6 X 3 X 2 mm) sensor assemblies
that each have an LED and a phototransistor.
The sensors are located along the midline
of the hard palate in an approximately
0.4 mm thick "pseudopalate"
that is fabricated
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by vacuum-molding
an acrylic sheet onto a cast of the upper teeth and hard palate. As
shown by Flege, Fletcher, McCutcheon,
and Smith (1986), the sensors are positioned so
that their 6 mm axis lies in a coronal plane and their 3 mm axis lies in a sagittal plane.
The sensors protrude 3-4 mm into the oral cavity at the four sensor locations. They are
not normally contacted by the tongue during vowel production because they are located
in the palatal vault. Detailed perceptual analyses have shown that the pseudopalate does
not distort speech perceptibly after a brief adaptation period (Flege, 1986).
The sensors were positioned at equal distances from one another using established
1981; McCutcheon et at.,
procedures
(McCutcheon,
Hasegawa, Smith, and Fletcher,
1983; see also Flege et at., 1986). In the present study, the anterior margin of sensor 1
was located at an imaginary line between the cuspid and the first premolar teeth on the
left and right sides of the mouth. The posterior margin of the fourth sensor was located
5 mm anterior to the juncture of the hard and soft palates. The average distances between
sensor pairs 1-2,2-3,
and 3-4 ranged from 8.1 to 8.2 mm. A two-way ANOVA showed
that neither the effect of Group [F (1, 14) = 0.17] , Sensor [F (2, 28) = 0.23] nor the
Group X Sensor interaction
[F (2, 28) = 0.70] was significant at the 0.05 level. This
suggests that the Spanish and English subjects' oral cavity lengths did not differ.
The four LEDs were oriented so that beams of infrared light were projected downward

et at., 1981).
in a plane perpendicular
to the occlusal plane of the teeth (McCutcheon
The LEDs are pulsed in rapid succession during data acquisition. After linearization, the
light reflected back to the paired phototransistors
is roughly inversely proportional
to
the square of the distance between the tongue and the LEDs (McCutcheon et at., 1983).
Bench and in vivo tests have indicated that a measurement
resolution of up to 0.5 mm
can be obtained in the range of distances normally seen in vowel production (McCutcheon
et at., 1983; Fletcher et at., 1989).

Procedures
The stimuli were nonsense words formed by inserting a stressed English (Ii, el, 0, oU,
ul) or Spanish (Ii, e, a, 0, ul) vowel into a b_ba frame. As expected, the Spanish subjects
often produced
the final vowel as a low vowel whereas the English subjects usually
produced
a reduced central vowel (Flege and Boh, 1989). The words were spoken in
now, Diga mas). Differences in the relatively
English or Spanish carrier phrases (J say
unstressed
vowels which surrounded
the stressed vowels being examined
were not
expected to exert a strong effect on tongue positions. If a differential effect of vowel
context in the two languages occurred it could cause a uniform shift in tongue positions
for all vowels but it should not affect the range of tongue positions observed for the five
vowels of Spanish and English.
The subjects were seated comfortably
in a dental chair in a sound booth. All data

-

-

were acquired in a single session lasting about one hour. The subjects began wearing
the pseudopalate
15 minutes before data acquisition
to permit compensation.
Each
glossometer
sensor was calibrated in vivo before data collection using two custom-built
"tongue spacers". The tongue spacers consisted of a plastic frame spanned by nine steel
1986).
wires that snapped onto the pseudo palate (Smith, Fletcher, and McCutcheon,
When the tongue contacted
the wires, the spacers provided
known tongue-palate

distances.
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Vowels were spoken normally and with a bite block in alternation. Production was
cued by 10 cards with different randomizations of the five words. The utterances cued
by the five odd-numbered cards were spoken normally. The bite block was inserted just
prior to the presentation of the five even-numbered cards. In both the normal and biteblock conditions, each word was said three times in a row when cued, yielding a total
of 2400 vowels for analysis (16 subjects X 10 randomizations of five words, each
repeated three times).
The outputs from the four glossometer sensors and the signal transduced by a microphone were digitized at 100 Hz and stored on disk.
Bite blocks
The bite blocks used here were intended to hold the jaw in a position approximating
that for mid vowels, so that a lower-than-normal tongue position would be needed for
the vowels /a/-/a/ and a higher-than-normal tongue position would be needed for the
/ifs and /u/s. To estimate the jaw positions characteristic of high and low vowels, calipers
were used to measure interincisal distances as ten native English adults (not those in the
study) produced sustained fils and la/so The means based on nine repetitions for each
vowel were 1.4 mm for /if and 11.1 mm for /0/. Based on X-ray measurements for a
single native English subject, Fromkin (1964) reported interincisal distances of 7-8 mm
for the mid English vowels /el/ and foul. The standard interincisal distance selected for
this study, 9.5 mm, was somewhat greater than Fromkin's values for mid vowels because
Fletcher (1978) and others have reported interincisal distances for /0/ that were greater
than those 0 btained here using the calipers.
The bite blocks were fabricated from acrylic blocks overlaid with dental trim. The
standard interincisal distance was established by having the subjects clench a spacer
between the incisors as the trim material hardened.
Segmentation
Segmentation of the utterances is illustrated in Figure 2 (top), which shows a native
English speaker's production of Say beeb again (an utterance which closely resembled
those examined here). This figure shows RMS intensity in the top panel and the tonguepalate distances at three of the glossometer sensors (sensors 1-3) in the remaining
available panels. Vertical lines mark the beginning and the end of the upward tongue
movement towards Iii. The tongue-palate distances for the /if token shown here became
smaller through most of the acoustic "vowel" intervals at the three sensor locations
displayed. As in previous studies (e.g., Flege et al., 1986), the dependent measures
obtained for each vowel token were the tongue-palate distances (in mm) at the four
glossometer sensors in a single frame that was judged to best represent the endpoint of
tongue movement at the three sensor locations displayed on the screen.
To help visualize the tongue movements which occurred during vowel production, the
bottom panel of Figure 2 shows the tongue positions which existed in every other 10
msec frame found in the interval from the beginning to the end of tongue movement
toward /if (marked B-E in the top panel). The tongue contours have been drawn by
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(top) Illustration of the segmentation procedures. A single 10 msec sample at
the endpoint of movement towards each stressed vowel (marked "E") was
selected for analysis from displays of RMS amplitude and the tongue-palate
distances at glossometer sensors 1-3. The tongue contacted sensor 1 during the
/n/ of again in the carrier phrase. (bottom) Midsagittal contours of the tongue
from the beginning ("B") to the end ("E") of tongue movement to the /if token
in the top panel. The line at the top represents the hard palate; "+" marks the
tip of the maxillary incisors. The tongue contours were obtained by fitting a
third·order polynomial to the tongue-palate distances at sensors 1--4.
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fitting a third-order
polynomial
to the tongue-palate
distances obtained at the four
glossometer sensors. A clear upward movement trajectory
is evident for this /i/ token;
downward
trajectories
were evident for /a/ and /a/ tokens. The tongue movement
trajectories will not be discussed further.
Sometimes, especially in Spanish, the tongue-palate
distances remained constant for
a portion of the acoustic vowel interval, indicating little or no tongue movement. When
this happened,
the middle frame was chosen for analysis. As expected from a previous
study (Flege et aI., 1986), all of the English subjects showed two easily identifiable
endpoints of movement for /eI/, referred to here as the "onglide" and "offglide". Both
were measured.
Somewhat
unexpectedly,
only three of the English subjects had two
visually distinct movement endpoints for Iou /, so just one set of tongue position values
(those for the onglide) were analyzed. One English subject showed two distinct endpoints
of tongue movement
for /a/; the second was not analyzed. No subject showed two
visually discernible endpoints for /if and /u /, but this does not mean necessarily that
formant movements would not have been observed in an acoustic analysis.
Analyses
A problem which seems to have resulted mostly from the phonetic makeup of the
carrier phrases led to the rejection of 18% (431) of the available vowel tokens. As noted
earlier, the tongue rarely if ever touches the glossometer sensors during vowel production,
but if a sensor is contacted (as in swallowing) saliva may form momentarily
on the oral
surface of a sensor(s). When this happens, the voltage output of the phototransistor
rises abruptly and remains nearly constant for a time. The tongue seems to have touched
sensor 1 at times during the production
of /0/ in English now, as can be seen in the
second upper panel of Figure 2. Most of the saliva artifacts at sensor 1 were observed and
excluded during segmentation.
The tongue also seems to have touched sensor 4 during
the production of the /g/ in Spanish diga. The artifacts at sensor 4 had to be identified
from displays such as the one in Figure 3, which shows the raw tongue-palate
distances
and 12 of the IS bite-block
in tokens of Spanish Ie/. Three of the 15 normal-speech
tokens for the talker illustrated here were rejected because of spurious values at sensor 4.
All four tongue-palate
distance values for a vowel were rejected if anyone value was
so affected. This conservative
procedure was adopted to ensure that the tongue shapes
derived were not biased. A total of 320 mean values each (2 groups X 8 subjects X 5
vowels X 4 sensors) were computed
for vowels spoken in the normal and bite-block
conditions.
The means were based on an average of 12.3 tokens per vowel but, as can
be inferred from Figure 3, the number of tokens available was sometimes far less than
the average. Fortunately,
the number available did not differ significantly as a function
of language, condition, or vowe1.4 In one extreme instance, fewer than three tokens were
available.

4

This occurred

for a native

English subject's

bite-block

/a/. The four missing

A Group x Condition X Vowel ANOV A was carried out to test for differences in the
number of tokens available. The number of tokens for the English and the Spanish
subjects (13.4 vs. 11.3) did not differ significantly
[F (1,14) = 4.45]. No other main
effect or interaction reached significance at the 0.05 level.
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Illustration of /e/ tokens produced by a native Spanish subject that were affected
by saliva artifacts in the normal speech ( top) and bite-block conditions (bottom).
The four tongue-palate
distances for each token have been connected by straight
lines.

tongue-palate distance values for this vowel were replaced by averaging.s
As expected (e.g., Perk ell , 1979), the shapes of the 16 subjects' hard palates varied
considerably.
An average midsagittal
contour
of the hard palate therefore had to be

S

This problem was probably not caused by saliva artifacts. Inspection of displays like
the one in Figure 3 suggested that the distance values at sensor 3 were non-linear
beyond about 15 mm for this talker, either because of an error in calibration or because
of a defective sensor. The values used as replacements
for this talker's bite-block /0/
differed from her normal-condition
/0/ values by the average difference between
normal and bite-block vowels obtained for the remaining seven native English subjects.
A similar approach was adopted for replacing the missing standard deviation value
needed for a later analysis.
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derived in order to display graphically the tongue positions derived from the four mean
tongue-palate distances obtained for each vowel. This "composite" was derived from
measurements made from casts of the subjects' maxillary teeth and hard palates that
had been used in making a pseudopalate for each subject (see above). The tongue
contours were drawn beneath the composite by fitting a third-order polynomial to the
four mean tongue-palate distances obtained for each vowel.

RESULTS

Vowels spoken normally
Tongue positions. The average position of the tongue observed in the production of
the five Spanish (/ii, lei, /a/, /0/, /u/) and the five English (li/, /el/, /0/, Iou /, /u/) vowels
are plotted in Figure 4. The average tongue contour was slightly more convex for the
English than the Spanish vowels, but the overall difference in tongue positions (that is,
tongue-palate distances) between the two languages was a mere 0.1 mm.
Mean tongue positions are shown separately for each of the five Spanish and English
vowels in Figure 5. The differences between the Spanish and English vowels are consistent
with the prediction derived from TAD rather than the one derived from Quantal Theory:
The point vowels were produced with more extreme tongue positions in English than
Spanish. The 320 mean tongue-palate distance values obtained in the normal speaking
condition were submitted to a Group X Vowel X Sensor ANOV A with repeated measures
on the last two factors.6 As expected from Figure 4, neither the main effect of Group
[F (1, 14) = 0.05] nor the Group X Sensor interaction [F (3, 42) = 1.80] reached
significance at a 0.05 level (the confidence level used throughout this article). The
ANOVA yielded a significant Group X Vowel interaction, however, [F (4, 56) = 11.2].
The source of the Group X Vowel interaction was explored by Group X Sensor ANOV As
carried out for each of the five Spanish-English vowel pairs.
The tongue was a nonsignificant 0.7 mm higher for English /if than Spanish /if
[F (1, 14) = 2.08]. The tongue was 2.9 mm higher on average for the English than the
Spanish lul. The Group X Sensor interaction for lul was significant [F (3, 42) = 7.70]
because the simple main effect of Group was significant at sensors 1-3 but not at the
sensor closest to lu/,s primary constriction at the velum (viz., sensor 4). The tongue was
a nonsignificant 1.9 mm lower for English 101 than Spanish lal [F (1,14) = 4.26]. There
was less of a difference between the mid vowels of Spanish and English than for the
point vowels. Averaged over the onglide and offglide positions, the mean tongue position
for English lell was a nonsignificant 0.3 mm lower on average than for Spanish lei
[F (1, 14) = 0.43] . (The lell onglide was 3.4 mm lower on average than the single tongue
position observed for Spanish lei, however, and the English lell offglide was 3.1 higher.)
The average 0.9 mm difference between English Iou I and Spanish 10 I was also non-

6

The values used for English lell used in this analysis were derived by averaging the
onglide and offglide values. The same results were obtained when just the onglide
values were submitted to the ANOV A. Onglide values for lell were used in the subseq uent analysis of standard deviatio ns.
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The position of the tongue averaged over five English (li/, /eI/, /0/, foul, /u/) and
five Spanish (li/, lei, tal, /0/, /u/) vowels; the brackets enclose +/- one standard
error based on 8 subjects X 5 vowels = 40 mean values. The composite hard
palate contour at the top of the displays for each Spanish-English vowel pair was
derived from measurements obtained for all 16 subjects.

significant [F (I, 140 = 1.72].
Token-to-token variability. The standard deviations obtained for the Spanish subjects'
vowels in the normal speaking condition were somewhat greater than for the English
subjects' vowels (0.81 vs. 0.72). To determine whether this difference was a significant
one, the standard deviations associated with the 320 mean tongue-palate distance values
were submitted to a Group X Vowel X Sensor ANDV A, with repeated measures on the
last two factors. The main effect of Group was nonsignificant [F (1, 14) = 0.85] and did
not interact sIgnificantly with the other two factors. This suggests that vowels are not
realized with a wider range of variants in Spanish than English, at least not within a single
phonetic context.
The standard deviations tended to be greater for the low vowels la/-tal (0.85) than
for the mid-vowels to/-Iou / and /e/-/eI/ (0.81, 0.82), and greater for the mid vowels
than for the high vowels /if and /u/ (0.66, 0.67). The main effect of Vowel missed
reaching significance, however [F (4, 56) = 2.19, P = 0.081] .7 Perkell and Nelson (1985)

7

The Vowel main effect did reach significance when /a/-/a/ were excluded [F (3, 42)
= 3.23], which might be justified by the fact that the glossometer does not measure
constrictions in the pharyngeal cavity. However, Newman-Keuls post-hoc tests (alpha
= 0.05) revealed no significant differences between the remaining four vowel pairs.
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The mean tongue positions in English (li/, /el/, /0/, /ou /, /u/) and Spanish
(li/, /e/, /a/, /0/, /u/) vowels spoken normally; the brackets enclose +/- one
standard error based on mean values for the eight subjects in each group.

showed

that variability

primary

constriction.

in vowels
The tendency

is least in the vector
for vertical

tongue

of movement

towards

height variability

a vowel's

to be greatest

for /a/ and /0/ is therefore not surprising because the primary ~onstriction
for these
low vowels, which is in the pharyngeal cavity (Gay et al., 1981), could not be viewed by

the glossometer.
Averaged across all five vowel pairs, the standard
from the front to the back of the mouth, ranging

deviations increased monotonically
from 0.65 at sensor 1, to 0.85 at

sensor 4. A significant Vowel X Sensor interaction
was obtained [F (12, 168) = 3.55]
because the simple main effect of Sensor was significant for all five of the vowel pairs
alpha = 0.05) revealed an important
except /a/-/a/. Post-hoc tests (Newman-Keuls,
difference between /u/ and the other non-low vowels. The standard deviations were
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The mean tongue positions for pairs of Spanish and English vowels (/i/-/i/,
/eI/-/e/, /a/-/a/, /o/-/ou/, /u/-/u/) spoken with and without a bite-block; the
brackets enclose +/- one standard error based on mean values for eight subjects.

significantly greater at sensor 4 than at least one of the more anterior sensors for the /i/s,
for the /o/-/ou/ pair, and also for /e/-/eI/. For the /u/s, the standard deviations were
significantly greater at sensor 3 than at sensor 1, but sensor 4 did not differ significantly
from any of the more anterior sensors.
Vowels spoken with a bite block
Tongue positions. The overall tongue-palate distances in the five vowel pairs were
nearly the same in the normal and bite-block conditions, both for the native speakers of
Spanish (8.7 vs. 8.6 mm) and for the native English subjects (8.6 vs. 8.8 mm). The 640
mean tongue-palate distances obtained in the two speaking conditions were submitted
to Group X Condition X Vowel Pair X Sensor ANOV A with repeated measures on the
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Ie, ell
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English Vowels

The mean standard deviations associated with five Spanish and English vowels
spoken normally and with a bite block. The brackets enclose +/- one standard
error based on 16 individual subject means.

last three factors.8 The Group main effect was nonsignificant [F (1,14) = 0.01]. The
lack of a significant Group X Condition interaction [F (1, 14) = 1.37, P > 0.10]
suggested that the Spanish and English subjects compensated equally well for the bite
block.
The ANOV A yielded a significant Condition X Vowel X Sensor interaction
[F (12,168) = 4.90], which was explored by examining the tongue positions obtained
in the two speaking conditions for the five Spanish-English vowel pairs. As shown in
Figure 6, the normal vs. bite-block differences were generally less than 0.5 mm, the
glossometer's estimated measurement resolution. The largest difference obtained (1.8
mm) occurred at sensor I for /u/, where perturbations of the tongue were unlikely to
have had much of an acoustic effect. For all of the vowel pairs except /a/-/a/, the
tongue was slightly lower in the front of the mouth, and higher aUhe back of the mouth,
in the bite-block than normal condition. For /a/-/a/, very little effect of the bite block
was evident at the front of the mouth, whereas a relatively large difference between
normal and bite-block vowels occurred at the back of the mouth.

8 As in the three-way ANOV A examining just the normal-speech data, the English jelj

values were averages of the onglides and offglides. The same results were obtained
when just the onglide values were submitted to the ANOV A. Onglide values for
jel/ were again used in the subsequent analysis of standard deviations.
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Condition X Sensor ANOV As were carried out for each of the five Spanish-English
vowel pairs. The two-way interaction was significant in the analyses of the /u/s, /e/-/el/,
/o/-/ou/, and /a/-/a/ [F (3, 45) = 37.8,8.1,27.3,
and 7.05, respectively]. For the /ifs
the average 0.4 mm difference in vertical tongue height led to a significant main effect
of Condition [F (1, 15) = 7.29] but the Condition X Sensor interaction was nonsignificant. The simple main effect of Condition was tested for all 20 Sensor X Vowel
combinations. At sensor 1, the tongue was significantly lower in the bite-block than
normal condition for the /u/s (by 1.8 mm, as mentioned above), for /e/-/el/ (0.9 mm),
and for /o/-/ou/ (1.1 mm). No other bite-block effects reached significance at a pairwise
error rate of 0.0025 (which gave a per-experiment error rate of 0.05).
Token-to-token variability. The standard deviations associated with the mean values
for vowels spoken normally and with a bite block were submitted to a four-way ANOV A
to determine whether the bite block increased or diminished token-to-token variability
in tongue positions. The overall difference in standard deviations for vowels spoken
normally and with a bite block (0.76 vs. 0.80) was nonsignificant [F (1,14) = 0.88]. As
shown in Figure 7, a significant Vowel X Condition interaction was 0btained because the
standard deviations were greater in the bite-block than normal condition for all of the
vowel pairs except /a/-/a/ [F (4, 56) = 4.42]. Tests of the simple main effect of
Condition revealed that the difference betwe~n /i/s spoken normally and with the bite
block was significant (0.66 vs. 0.88) [F (1, 15) = 7.75], but the bite-block effect was
not significant for any of the other vowel pairs.
The ANOV A yielded a significant four-way interaction [F (12, 168) = 2.08] , which
was explored by testing the simple main effects of both the Condition and Group factors
for all 20 Vowel X Sensor combinations. Only one significant difference was obtained
at an 0.0025 pairwise error rate: The standard deviations were significantly greater in
the bite-block than normal condition for /if at sensor 1.

DISCUSSION

Tongue position and variability in normal speech.
The results from previous acoustic studies (e.g., Disner, 1983; Esling, 1985) have
suggested that the basic articulatory "setting" used for vowels may differ between
languages. However, when the average tongue positions used by Spanish speakers in
producing the five vowels of Spanish (viz. /i/, /e/, /a/, /0/, /u/) were compared to the
average tongue positions observed for the five corresponding vowels of English (viz. /i/,
/el/, /a/, /0 u /, /u /), little difference in vertical tongue position was 0 bserved. It seems that
a basis of articulation difference does not exist between Spanish and English, but this
conclusion must remain tentative until the average position of the tongue in vowels
spoken in casual, conversational speech can be examined.9

9

Clearly, additional research is needed to evaluate the articulatory setting hypothesis.
It would be useful to examine the average tongue positions in vowels, as well as those
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Even though the average position of the tongue did not differ for the English and
Spanish vowels, the individual English vowels were produced
with a wider range of
vertical tongue positions. The /i/s and /u/s of English had higher tongue positions than
those of Spanish and, conversely, English fa/ was articulated with a lower mean tongue
position than Spanish /a/. This finding supports the Theory of Adaptive Dispersion
(T AD) proposed
by Lindblom (1986; Lindblom and Engstrand,
1989) rather than a
prediction derived from Quantal Theory (Stevens, 1972). English speakers may use more
extreme tongue positions to articulate vowels than Spanish speakers because perceptual
confusions
are somewhat more likely to occur in English than Spanish owing to the
relatively large vowel inventory of English.
The magnitude of token-to-token
variability in tongue positions for vowels spoken
normally in a /b _ b V / context was small. The standard deviations associated with the

10-15 tokens available for most of the Spanish and English vowels in the normal speech
condition
averaged only 0.76 mm, which agrees with the results obtained for a single
native English subject in an earlier study using glossometry
(Flege et al., 1986). The
Spanish subjects' standard deviations were not significantly
greater than the English
subjects', but a significant difference might have been observed in conversational
speech,
or for vowels spoken in multiple phonetic contexts (Quiles, 1981). What the present
results show, then, is that native speakers of Spanish are not necessarily less precise in
forming vowels than native speakers of English.
In agreement with previous acoustic studies (Stevens and House, 1963; Ladefoged,
Harshman, Goldstein, and Rice, 1977; Pisoni, 1980), the present study failed to support
the hypothesis
that point vowels are spoken less variably than non-point vowels. The
standard deviations associated with the mean tongue-palate
distance values were generally
smaller at the front than at the back of the mouth. In fact, the standard deviations were
significantly greater at the most posterior sensor (sensor 4) than at a more anterior sensor
for all vowels except /u/. This exception probably had an auditory-acoustic
basis: Sensor
4 is located near the acoustically
critical minimum constriction
for /u/. The standard
deviations may have been relatively large at the back of the mouth because the tongue
tip and blade can be controlled better than the tongue dorsum, but the finding for /u/
shows that tongue dorsum movements can be controlled well if required phonetically.

The effect of a bite block
The bite block had little effect on tongue positions, a finding which agrees with the
results of previous X-ray studies and with inferences about tongue position drawn from
measurements
of formant frequencies (e.g., Gay et al., 1981; Lindblom and Sundberg,

at the endpoint
of movements
(as in the present study). This would obviate the
problem of between-language
differences in degree of diphthongization.
For example,
a Spanish-English
difference might have been obtained in the present study had the
offglide for /0 U /, evident for three of the native English speakers, been included.
It would probably also be worthwhile to examine conversational
speech, although it
should be noted that the relative frequency of vowels shared by English and Spanish
differ (Delattre, 1964).
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tongue positions between vowels spoken normally and with a bite block was only 0.1
mm. When individual vowel pairs were considered, the normal vs. bite-block differences
seldom exceeded 0.5 mm at any of the four glossometer sensors.
The largest normal vs. bite-block difference observed in this study (1.8 mm) occurred
for the vowel /u/ at sensor 1, a location where perturbation
of the tongue would have
relatively little acoustic effect. The tongue was generally lower in the front of the mouth,
and higher at the back of the mouth, in the bite-block than in the normal-speech
condition.
This may have been a biomechanical
effect of increasing the angle of the
mandible with respect to the occlusal plane while producing high and mid vowels with
similar, albeit more forceful, tongue gestures.
It is uncertain how the talkers managed to compensate
for the bite block. It has been
hypothesized
that talkers strive to maintain vocal tract area functions when the normal
initial starting position of the jaw is altered (Lindblom et al., 1979), and that vowels are
represented
as auditory-acoustic
"targets" (Gay et al., 1981). The talkers in the present
study could conceivably
have used feedback
since the position of the tongue was
examined at the endpoint of movement,
which often occurred after the acoustic mid·
point of vowels. It is uncertain whether the small tongue position differences would lead
to auditorily detectable acoustic differences (se.e Flege, Fletcher, and Homeidan, 1988).
Acoustic studies examining the first glottal pulse in bite-block vowels have amply demonstrated that feedback need not be used (e.g., Lindblom et al., 1979).
It is possible, of course, that talkers do not actually compensate for a bite block by
reorganizing
motor
commands
to tongue muscles in the face of unusual
starting
conditions
(see Lubker, 1979). The supra palatalization
of the tongue for /if and /u/
evident here in the bite-block condition may have derived inherently from the specification
of vowels in the form of multimuscular,
multistructural
"synergies"
or
"coordinative
structures"
(Gracco and Abbs, 1986; Keller, 1986; Fowler, Rubin, Remez,
and Turvey, 1981; Kelso and Tuller, 1983; Kelso, Saltzman, and Tuller, 1986). Such
synergies involve the functional coupling of muscle groups, one for each phonetically
relevant vocal tract configuration.
On this view, vowels are not spoken with functionally
independent jaw-raising and tongue-raising gestures.
The normal vs. bite-block
differences
in tongue positions were no greater for the
Spanish than the English subjects. The lack of a between-group
difference cannot be
interpreted
unambiguously.
It might mean that producing high and mid vowels with the
jaw fixed in a position that roughly approximates
that for mid vowels does not require
extra articulatory
effort, as hypothesized.
Even if extra effort were required in the biteblock condition,
the narrower range of tongue positions for Spanish Ii, u, a/ than for
English Ii, u, 0/ may have obscured a Spanish-English
difference by making it physiologically easier for the Spanish than English subjects to compensate for the bite block. A
smaller movement of the tongue from the centre of the oral cavity would be needed
in Spanish than English. Another possibility, of course, is that no difference between
languages was obtained because neither native speakers of Spanish or English compensate
actively for a bite block.
Results of the study suggested indirectly
that the magnitude
of token-to-token
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variability in tongue positions may depend on the extent to which the lateral margins of
the tongue are contacted by the teeth and/or hard palate during vowel production. A
recent palatographic study by Fletcher (in press) suggested that the area of lateral tongue
contact in vowels is greater for high than for low vowels, and greater for front than back
vowels. Another study (Fletcher, 1989) showed that native English children had substantial lateral contact for /if but virtually none for /a/. In the present study, standard
deviations were generally less for /if and /u/ than for the low point vowels /a/-/a/. The
standard deviations for /if were significantly greater in the bite-block than the normalspeech condition, whereas a non-significant trend in the opposite direction was evident
for /a/-/a/. The bite block may have reduced (or prevented) tongue anchoring for IiI,
leading to increased variability. It may have decreased token-to-token variability in
/a/-/a/ by providing a contact point for the lateral tongue margins.
In summary, the results support Lindblom's (1986; Lindblom and Engstrand, 1989)
Theory of Adaptive Dispersion by showing that the range of vertical tongue positions is
greater for the vowels of Spanish than for the corresponding vowels of English. Native
speakers of Spanish and English produced five vowels of their native language with a
similar small degree of token-to-token variability, and compensated equally well for a
bite block. It appears, then, the vowel inventory size does not affect the degree of
precision in tongue positioning although it may affect where the tongue is placed in
forming vowels.
(Received October 26,1988; accepted September 1, 1989)
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